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In Summer, 1967 Carl Sandburg died. His legacy as chronicler and poet 
f a people are nowhere better expressed than in the poem "To Carl Sandburg, 
0
0 Underrated Poet," written by Mark Yungbluth and reprinted below from 
a l the Fall issue of Vol. 20 of the Quarter y. With it we dedicate this issue of the 
Quarterly to Carl Sandburg's memory. 
There are some who would deny you, 
Carl Sandburg, 
Your right place among the ranks of the 
Mind searchers and heart talkers 
From whose pens flow 
- THE EDITORS 
The feelings we may or may not know. 
There are some who have not seen with their hearts 
The flowin g golden wheat prairies 
And the sooty smoke of steel cities 
And skyscrapers 
And the "boes" that line the 
Twin ribbon tracb. 
Your poems are like a slow freight 
Leaving the Chicago railyard in the misty morning golden dawn-
Through the suburbs heading w est -
Catching glimpses of America waking up 
In sleepy valleys 
And sun-come-up plains. 
You write in the very bowels of the people. 
The people, ues. 
Th e girls on the street comers under the lamp posts, 
The fish mongers on the wharves, 
The skyscrapers aliDe with mens' souls 
And wash women whose pails 
Clatter thmugh the empty halls 
Into the dark morning. 
I have explored your great moms 
And ridden your flimm ering flooms 
And seen your comhuskers calloused hands 
And heard your tin pan iaz;::, fantasia bands 
And I loDe them all with a special love . 
There are some who say 
Y au are a white haired old man with a scmj 
Or a collector of ballads, a singer of songs 
Or a biogmphet who knew Lincoln w ell 
Or a hack tV?·iter with hardly talent at all. 
But you can see with deeper eyes 
A nation, a people 
Who may pay no praise or wages 
But in hidden various stages know it, Carl Sandburg, 
Y au ate a poet. 
I-J ere & There: 
the View from No . 11, D.S. 
]t was of no small interest. to us 
that suburban police conftscated 
Ull,sses at one of the Greater Cle_vc-
la1~d theatre · lately showi~g. the ~~l~ 
at popular prices after a ltmtted (~m 
more expensive) premiere last sprmg; 
\\T had seen the fi lm (at another 
theatre) the evening before. news~ 
papers announced the closmg ?) 
tl ·t·es It was also of no surpnse ::lll lOrJ I · ' 
to us . Most of the audience at our 
showing had a nothing-better-to-~o ­
on-Saturday-night look. Three g~r l s 
brought their own pop co~ . And 
there was actua lly a couple m front 
of us in line who remarked that Steve 
Hccves was "terrific" in the ea ~~t er 
\Trs ion. After all these years at art 
thea tres" it becomes apparent to us 
who can enjoy the novel and the 
c\perimental. But if the audience we 
sa t with could not enjoy Ulysses, they 
should have been kind enough to 
tolerate it. 
Producer-Director Joseph Strick at-
tempts, it would seem, lo soften 
Jo ~ ·ce's directness or bluntness for the 
crowd by explain ing stream of con-
sciousness. The short notes before th,e 
storv refer specifically to Leopold s 
adv~ntures in ighttown and Molly's 
soliloquy. But the audience quickly 
realized (with Buck Mulligan's naked 
plunge into the sea) that this was a 
dir tv film . As soon as Bloom or Molly 
heg~n to dream about love ma~i~g, 
the audience became restl ess, wa1tmg 
for one of them to "do it." When 
neither did, the crowd became bored. 
You could, though, listen to the 
popping of com at the candy counter 
durincr the beautiful monologue at b 
the end. (It finally became apparent 
whv art theatres serve coffee. ) Some-
on~ in the rear blew on a duck call 
through the pub scenes. Others 
necked during the ftmera l. When it 
was all over, the people wai ting for 
the next showing, who like omselvcs 
were admitted to the theatre during 
the film , were warned by the leaving 
crowd to cash their ticke ts in . A 
woman turned to me and said it was 
the worst fi lm she had ever seen. 
The newspaper reported that the 
manager of the thea tre where Ulysses 
was confisca ted had refused to lease 
h is parking lot to local merchants and 
city hall had retaliated . ow it seems 
that James Joyce, who suffered at the 
hands of publishers in h is own time, 
wi ll continu e to be exp loited, at least 
in spirit, by local politics. 
Anoth er Irish author died, like 
Joyce, in exile. After our evening 
with tl1e American peasantry, we 
sympathized with them, the Exiles. 
• 
Our ass ignment, not to be outdone 
by the ews, was to undertake an 
analysis of the various academic 
departments. \Ve started our survey 
with the simple question, does one 
plus one equal two? Our initial stop 
was the theology department, not 
because it is the h ighest in Aquinas's 
order, heaven (?) forbid, but rather 
because it was the closest to Murphy 
H all. After asking the q uestion we 
received the following inspired reply: 
there ar e three in one with one being 
equal to the other two and the two to 
themselves. This seemed too confus-
ing to even ask for an explanation in 
a logical way so we left not so confi-
dent, as we were when we entered, 
that the question would be easily 
answered. 
We traveled through Rodman's 
subterranean passages, terra incog-
nita to most, to the psychology 
department where we barely escaped 
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,·th our heads after being subjected 
"
1 
. . f k' to intense exammat10n or as ' tng 
h a basic question. \Vere we sue ' · . 
. . e11re? Did we doubt such a bas1c tnse · 
truth? they asked. Our answer - that 
we were merely on an assignment -
drew their suspicion. They said there 
seen. rnust he some psychological reason 
that behind our questions and beg:m to 
re Uly.~<, ask us questions. 
d to l e~ ,\t this we took our leave and went 
hants a to the speech department, an easy 
'N it seen "yes" we thought, how could they not 
·red at ~ acrrec? Easily enough. They began to 
own tirr, d~bate the issue, first from the need-
d , at leo plan point of view. Resolved: On_e 
plus one should_ equal t':o, was thetr 
:lied, Ill phrasing of the tssue, as It was called. 
The judge decided that the negative 
won the debate but he assured us 
tJwt this meant in no way that one 
plus one did not equal two, only that 
r eveni 
mtry, ~ 
! Exiles. 
one plus one should not equal two. 
\.Vas a statement as basic as this not 
'e outdot even safe in the speech department? 
lertake To placate us they offered to a~~m 1 ' d debate it from a p an s-a vantage 
>ur sun does 01 point of view. This time the affirma-
. ·t· 1 tive managed to win , showing 1m ta stc 
t that one plus one should equal two 
men ' n th ' I h d d A . because IS p an a many a van-quma; · R d tb h d but ratlr tages. Leavmg o man, en, ~e a 
~ M 1 one confused answer, one dtsputed 
.o urpL d " , 1 t . answer, an one no answer, on y a tes 1011 \" "\' 1 • ?" 
. d 1 question, ·v ere we msecure. 1re repr 
one beir Our stop a t the English depart-
the two mcnt was enlightening. The energetic 
oo confu professors were more than willing to 
lanation offer us proof hom every p eriod of 
)t so con: English literary history that one plus 
1e entere one equaled two. Because this was 
be ea . such a decisive answer we decided 
to ask them to document their 
R d sources. All we can offer you is their 
0 
_mar word: they could not footnote their !rra mco 
l I sources. psyc 10 o: 
~ly escapt The history department was also 
willing to offer us definite proof 
ttsing hi. tory as a guide, that one 
plus one, throughout history, has 
equaled two in some form or other . 
The non-western civilizations had 
other ways of expressing this state-
ment but it has always been twe, we 
\-vere informed. 
The mathematics department we 
assumed would be the easiest stop on 
om tour. \\ a · our statement not a 
mathematical one? The answer we 
\\'anted was not coming. It is true 
when working in the base ten but even 
this was not tme if the word "plus" 
meant the two "ones" were additive. 
Then to make matters even more 
confusing they said tha t a pltts one 
p lus a plus one equaled a plus two. 
After three more stops we were 
ready to generalize that the offices 
in the Administration building were 
more orthodox in their answers. Or 
so we thought until we visited the 
ociology department where we were 
taken on a tour of their projects to 
find our answer. All we really found 
was thal those on relief have a great 
propensity to increase their numbers 
and that they were certainly not 
equal. 
What ca11sed this increase led us 
to the biology department where we 
were told that when two gamates 
11nited that a new individual was 
created . In other words, as we 
r corded the data, two equaled one 
or one plus one equaled one or up to 
as many as seven. This, certainly, was 
not easy to understand. Obviously 
there must be some logical system to 
explain these differences. 
So, off to the philosophy depart-
ment we went. H ere we observed a 
debate about the political issues 
involved in our Vietnam policy and 
which candidate they would run 
- 5 -
aga inst the Presidency this next fal l. 
Knowing their rep tttation as poli tical 
scientists we were sure we were in 
the proper department. They d id find 
time to confuse us on the much 
simp] r issue of did one p l11s one 
equal two hy dealing with the na ture 
of oneness and twoness. With that 
they reverted to their previous dis-
cussion after asking us what we 
thought because after all we define 
om own world. 
The logical answer we were look-
ing for was not forthcoming so we 
decided that if the philosophy 
department could debate questions 
germaine to the politica l scientist 
perhaps the political science depart-
ment could give us the logical answer 
we missed in the philosophy depart-
ment. It was our logic tha t failed. 
The political scientists were too busy 
laughing at the newest campus joke: 
What did the G erman shepard and 
turkey say when they greeted each 
o ther? Oulf, oulf, gobble, gobble. 
The most popular department, if 
not the mos t controversial, was our 
last stop. A smv y of the offi cers in 
the military science department 
revealed that they would only com-
ment if the D epar tment of D efense 
would give them clearance to discuss 
this matter of national security; but 
that if the P ntagon sa id that one 
plus one was not equal to two that 
they would obey the order in the 
same way they could obey the order 
that one plus one equaled two. 
·when we tallied our results we 
found only two departments which 
would agree to what we thought was 
a basic qu stion. Perhaps the other 
departments are p art of an insidious 
indigenous campaign to keep us from 
the simple truthful answers. 
• 
lt was announced today that 
Congress has aholished Santa aUs. 
Until recently, no one could co~ up 
wi th a suitable excuse for i\Ir. OaUs' 
dismissal. Among the reasons given 
by ~lr. W ilbur i\Iills, Cha i.rma..1 of 
the H ouse ·w ays and i\Ieans Com. 
mittcc, were tha t Mr. Claus was well 
past the mandatory retirement age , 
and that certa in labor practices and . 
working conditions in the worhhop 
viola ted F ederal Labor Practice 
sta tutes. 
The H onorable L yndon B. John. 
son, at his weekly press confeiCnce 
this afternoon, announced that both 
the H arris and the Gallup polls indi. 1 
cated support by 77% to 79<7< of the 
\'OLng age pop ulation. Mr. .foLnson 1 
also announced a Santa Claus S(t vice 
(SCS) program administered by the 
D epartment of H ealth, E ducation, , 
and \ Velfarc, which will b e available 
in la te D ecemb r of 1968. HEW 
Secretary John \V. Gardner has 
alread y formed a panel of noted 
child psychologists, educators, and 
scientists who will prepare twelve 
different grades of SCS package>. All 
na turalized citizens between th ages 
of two and ten are eligible for SCS 
benefits. Each child will be analyzed 
according to abilities and inrerests 
and assigned a corresp onding SCS 
grade according to performance on 
the SCS ational Achievement Test 
to be administered in ovember of 
each year. 
Mr. Johnson concluded his press 
conference with the sta tement that 
the spirit of Santa Claus will be pre-
served with a large plastic IBM-
designed Computer Claus (CC) to be 
installed permanently on the iVhite 
H ouse lawn. It will be able to handle 
52 children a minute, plus an addi-
tional 104 by telephone connection 
for those children who will not be 
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, blc to sec CC in person. CC will l~an: a record of each child in the 
United States preserved on magnetic 
upc through the efforts of the ClA 
\l'hich has spent the last two years 
cc'mpiling aml sorting data. After his 
interview each child will be given a 
• 
key p tmch card with his na tional 
stand ing and his areas of strength 
and weakness. Mr. Johnson estimated 
tha t the cos t of the program will he 
less than $100 for the average two-
and -a-half child family and will be 
tax deductible. 
• 
Erieview Tower and the Federal Building, at sunset, downtown 
Cleveland photographed from John Can·oll University, Grasselli 
Tower by ROBERT MOELLER and ARCHIE RIVIERA. 
~ 
-·-
Sonata Allegro 1n I3lacl\~ 
There rws, l SO IJ tvas for now gone, 
unfortrmately,- forgotten, 
three black men, black souls, 
black minds, black bodies, 
black sir, ues, si1·, 
hlack sir, 
You sir, 
w hit e sir, 
Austen, the deacon and 
he'll be in your land 
ne:rt leaving black sir, black aslr black, 
char hlack and 
Sampson, without Delilah u;hite, 
no weakness there sir, 
see 111 e now sir? 
Black sir, bountiful, beautiful, l;lack ebony, 
sir, and 
\Veathers, scuffed shoes, 
scuffed shirt (no tie, sir) 
scuffed face black, tired , dreary 
black (he'd been there before) 
and white, sir? 
Faces clean and 
scmbbed 
sir, question and m1swered in 
brilliant black sit· for there was 
I say was for now gone, 
unfOJtunately, -forgotten, 
three m en, but still 
black 
sir! 
- JAMES L. BOURKE JR. 
-8-
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To Set T'hings in Order 
As They A 1·e Wanting 
I vVOULD like to take this moment to express my gratitude for those 
of you, individually and collectively, 
who have made it possible for me to 
be here this evening. It is indeed a 
pleasure as well as a crea tive experi-
ence that I shall always cherish . I 
bring you greetings from the office 
of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. , Southern Christi:m Leadership 
Conference. 
Poss ibly because the Hev. Dr. 
:\lartin Luther King ordained me, I 
constantly find myself reverting to 
my natural habitat of being the 
Bapti t preacher who must take a 
tex t in order to be more comfortably 
involved in what Sartre calls one's 
raison cl'etre. Titus, a brother in 
the ministry bequeathed a letter from 
Paul giving Titus a directive regard-
ing institutions of his day whose 
value structure imposed themselves 
on his people causing chaos and con-
fusion or disorder to the social order. 
Titus of yesterday like us today are 
historically confronted with what 
Paul calls "For there are many unruly 
aml vain talkers and deceivers whose 
mouths must be stopped, who sub-
vert whole houses teaching things 
which they ought not for filth y 
lu cre's sake." Paul's emphatic po i-
tion to Titus in order for him to he 
socially responsible and philosophi-
cally reliabl e is clearly seen when he 
writes, "For this cause left I thee in 
Cr te that thou should set in order 
the thin gs that are wanting." If one 
ass umes there is a second act on th e 
nonviolent stage of history then the 
civil rights movement must set things 
in order to form ac t two. For thi · 
cause we arc still in America to se t 
things in order that arc wanting. 
The stage would probably be set 
to denote a tragedy of America's 
institutions today like nations of 
yesterday that have never historically 
set things in order th at are wanting. 
They have failed to make the world 
become fl esh and elwell among men. 
Men get their value system and develop 
their inherent raison d' etre through 
their perpetual dialogue with social in-
stitutions. I would like to assume that 
philosophers would say social institu-
tions were conceived by man in his 
insatiable drive to come into what 
Teilhard De Charclin calls "man's 
place in the univer e." I understand 
at one point in history man dialogued 
Editor's note: "To Set Things in Order as They Are Wanting" is the text 
of the opening speech of Hev. Albert Sampson at the Black Power Symposium 
sponsored by Alpha Sigma Nu and presented in the Kulas Auditorium on 
November 13, 1967. We extend our thanks to Hev. Sampson for permission 
to print it. 
-9-
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with the universe and said, "Universe, 
sir, I exist," and the universe repl ied 
back and sa id, "H owever, sir, th is 
places no obliga tion to me." I do not 
know wh thcr the creators of the 
w•rlica l inst itutiona l relationship with 
life is man's futile attempt to find h is 
place in the universe b ecause his 
institutions seem to take this kind of 
d . recti on. Yet the creators need to 
tPsti f y a long w ith the p hilosophers 
that things aren't set in order a they 
arc wanting. J do know the producers 
of racism have institu tionalized p eople 
from the top to socially impose defini-
tions as well as decisions to people on 
the bottom tha t profoundly negate 
their dignity. Given the realities of a 
universe, resom ccs and man, racism 
say~ the resources in the universe ar e 
more important than man. on-
violence would argue, in its seem-
ingly horizontal rela tionship with life, 
g iven the same reali ties of the uni-
ver e, resources and man, man is 
more important than the resources in 
the universe and the resources arc to 
b e utilized for man 's creati ve fulfill-
ment and development. F or this 
cause we arc still in America to s t 
things in order that are wanting. 
America's social and moral histori-
cal dilemma h as brought her to the 
precipice of reality and g iven her the 
m andate of responsbiliity b ecause the 
letter of history sent b y the mailman 
of li fe is a \\'estern Un ion telegram 
that says, "F or this cause America, 
you must set things in order that are 
wanting. F or there are whole houses 
teaching things which they ought not 
for filthy lucre's sake." ~tlen received 
their value system from the family, 
church and school which are institu-
tions that represent the trunk of truth; 
but we h ave historically lost our p er-
sp ective and philosophy of life so 
much to the point that militarism, 
economics and government shape our 
society s misgu ided dir ction, uncrea. 
ti,·e fulfillment and m isunderstood 
developm nt. And this is no historical 
accident but rather it b ecomes the 
tragedy of ma n who fa ils to s t things 
in order tha t are wanting. F or th~ 
cau:e we are in America. Some have 
argued tha t America is a creative 
error bcca ttsc she refused to partici. 
pate in a n illic it rela tionship with the 
Queen of E ngland, and so she con. 
ccivcd a Plymott th Hock a a symbol 
of her solidarity and created a Statue 
of Liberty to affir m her dignity. Yet 
h istory watched her as she shook 
hands with the Ind ian and stole 
America. History watched her as she 
stole her agricultmal lesson from the 
Ind ians on how to pick co tton and 
plant corn . History wa tched her as 
she gave her E nglish boo ts to the 
Ind ians and look the Indian's moe. 
casins and called herself Daniel 
Boone. Histo1y wa tched h er as she 
stole th Indian's d ignity by puttin 
them on a reservat ion, calling them a 
savage and then had the a ttdacity to 
celebrate a Thanksgiving. His ton 
watched h er bring the egro ov~r 
first as an economic nee ss ily, ther 
as a p sychologica 1 need . H istof) 
wa tch ed h er issue the edict, "Lih 
that barge, tote that bale." Eric 
H offer sa id it a nother way in h~ 
book, The T rue Believer: "W ork frorr 
sun up to sun down, dreaming nc 
drea ms and gri eving no grievances.' 
History wa tched h er p ause a momen·' 
fro m her daily economic agenda fm 
living and write a political documen: 
to p rotect her economic base. Mean-
while opportunity joined America ic 
a birth that broke through a womt 
of oppression, conceiving a child o: 1 
comp assion and named her th< 
United Sta tes of America . Writini 
on its soil a legacy of history, ''VV< 
hold these truths to be self-eviden 
- 10-
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~hild of 1 
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Writing 
·y, "INe 
evident, 
that all men arc created equal; that 
they arc endowed by their creator 
with certain inalienable r ights; that 
among these arc life, liberty, and the 
pur. u it of happiness. That to s~cur_ 
these righ ts, governments arc msti-
tutccl among men, deriving their just 
powers from the consent of the 
governed; that whenever any form of 
go,·ernment becomes de tructivc of 
these ends it is the right of the people 
to alter or abolish it, and to institute 
a new government, laying its founda-
tion on such principles and organ-
izing its powers in such form as to 
them shall seem most likely to effect 
their safety and happiness." 
History watched America carve 
her epitaph, "Give me yom tired, 
your poor, your huddled masses 
vearning to be free." 
History became saddened as she 
watched the founding fathers give 
some men the right to vote and no 
men the right to eat. History became 
more saddened when white America 
gave the African in America Trust In 
God via the Bible while she took In 
God W e Trust via the coin. Once 
white America committed this act 
she told the world that we are going 
to work in order to eat just because 
Adam made a booboo in the garden. 
Failing to understand that a job is a 
awkward legislative reality pro-
nounced by institutions. Yet the wis-
dom of Jesus rectified that position 
by saying "Take no thought for your 
life, what you shall eat or what you 
shall put on. For the earth is the 
Lord's and the fullness thereof and 
they that dwell therein." Africans in 
America understood this and still 
sing the song, "His eye is on the 
sparrow, H e watches over me, I sing 
because I'm happy, I sing becau e 
l'm fre , His eye is on the sparrow, 
and I know He watches over me." 
For this cause we are in America to 
set things in orcl r that arc wanting. 
H arry Golden once said that the 
grea test mistake the white man made 
was inh·oducing the lcgro to Chris-
tianity because while he had the 
egro over there in Paul where it 
·ays slaves be good to your master, 
the lcgro found himself in the 
gospels where it says we are all equal 
at the foo t of the cross and when 
he gets tired of reading that he found 
himself in the Old T estament where 
it says God created mnn in His own 
image, that which God would want 
us to b '. Understanding this creative 
error history sent a letter to the 
Afr ican in America. 
And on the parchment of time she 
wrote for this cause left I thee in 
America that thou should set in order 
the things that are wanting. For there 
are whole houses teaching things 
which they ought not for filthy lucre's 
sake. At that moment history made 
an appointment with truth and intro-
duced the African in America to his 
collection of deeds. Truth turned to 
the chapter on Economics and said 
America has counted the resources in 
God's universe to be more important 
than man. She can't be threatened 
by Communism because she could 
carry on an economic revolution. 
Something is wrong with the Com-
munists' economy if they can chastise 
one moment and then borrow wheat 
the next moment. She builds more 
weapons to protect an economy that 
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he long · to God and not to her. Tell 
her, black man, God grows the 
tomatoes. Tell her the mystery of the 
universe is that tomatoes are going 
to ~rO\\' wh ether a Rockefell er, Ken-
neely, ~~i cky ~louse or Donald Duck 
plants them, tomatoes are go ing to 
grow. Tell her to stop paying white 
farmers in \Visconsin and black farm-
er~ in ~Ii ss i ss ippi not to plant food 
" ·hile over two-thirds of the world's 
population starves. T ll her that man 
ought not to work to ea t but ra ther 
" ork for his own creative fulfill-
ment and development. For nobody 
charges th e squirrel for storing nuts 
in the tree trunk, the bear for living 
in a cave. Nobody charges the beaver 
for building a dam; pray tell, why 
shotdd we charge man? 
Truth turned to the chapter on 
:\I ilitarism and said tell her, black 
man , that you don't solve social prob-
lems through violence. Inform her 
that she hasn't created anyone so she 
has no right to destroy anyone. ow 
she will tell you she needs protection 
and inform her that there is no 
defense for sabotage and let Abraham 
Lincoln, John F. Kennedy or Lee 
H arvey Oswald rise up to testify. 
Tell her she broke into the Indians' 
house, took their land, buffalo and 
food signing a treaty so that Indians 
in the year 1967 can't even fish with 
Dick Gregory. Tell her she has 
broken into Ho Chi Minh's ten-room 
house, stole five of his rooms and 
now with her historical sicl,'Jless and 
militaristic ego cries out - "Let's 
negotiate for the other five." Tell her 
Seymour Melman in his book Our 
Depleted Society states that if we 
took just 22 billion dollars from our 
military budget, we could build more 
schools, homes, hospitals. Seventy 
percent of our technicians and eighty-
seven cents of our dollar go for past, 
present and future wars. Tell her it 
is unnecessarily tragic that every 
young boy, black or white, before he 
can dream hi own dreams or create 
his own private thoughts must check 
in with the nightmare of the draft 
board to wed the daugh ter of 
patriotism. 
Truth tmned to the chapter on 
Politics and said don't let them fool 
you , Africans in America, for Abra-
ham Lincoln gave you a slip of paper 
to se t you free but fa iled to provide 
an economic base as your responsi-
bility. Tell them the Moynihan 
Report is 300 years too late because 
it doesn't clarify, justify, notify, nor 
rectify White America's inhumanity 
to man . Africa today has slips of 
paper to say they're free but Rocke-
feller is pumping the oil out while 
Fires tone gets the mbber. Tell 
Ferdinand Lundberg, who wrote 
America's Sixty Families, that if sixty 
famili es, a ll white Anglo-Saxon 
Protes tants, own or control eighty-
four percent of the nation's resources, 
then they should be releas ing it to 
a world that's eighty-four percent 
nnresourceful. 
Truth looked up and said she 
hasn't quite settled her account with 
God . She learned in Sunday School 
"Thou shalt not kill" so she puts 
animals in zoos and puts people in 
furnaces, and clothes babies in 
napalm. She told her people to bum 
all the Beatie records because the ) 
Beatles said they were more popular 
than Jesus . Truth shook his head in 
despondent dismay and said when 
the seminaries across the country 
came out and said God Is Dead, 
nobody volunteered to burn them 
down. Truth said take these collec-
tions of deeds and move into the 
second phase of the Civil Rights 
Movement. Take non-violence as 
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r l·nstrumcnts of social change for ~u . j0,.e is the only panacea to solve th1s 
oral and social dilemma. And the :~·ofundity of love is that it. always 
finds a way to be. constru~tlve . For 
this cause we arc 111 Amenca to set 
tl1ings in order as they are wanting. 
The African in America, unders tand-
ing his miseries, changed hi s name to 
\egro, his sou l to black, hooked up 
a train calling the South H ell and 
;\orth Heaven and declared to the 
world , "This is the Underground 
]\ailroad." With her tra in hooked up 
she gave birth to the spirituals, a 
creation born out of necess ity under 
a due time and a du e condition 
announcing to th e world these are 
thev. As this train moved across the 
vca.rs, months, weeks and days of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, she searched for 
a government of th e people, for the 
people and by the people. Time met 
her native sons on the stage of history 
and raised up a Kennedy, Krushchev 
and an ;\I. L. King. Circumstances 
took away a Kennedy, politics took 
away a Krushchev and left an M. L. 
King saying to the world for this 
cause we are left in America to set 
things in order tha t are wanting. 
Tmth looked up and said white 
America you tried to crush me, but 
truth crushed to the earth shall rise 
again. For this cause we are in 
America. F or this cause we are in 
the Second Heconstruction and the 
fundamental issue is what is a man? 
White America has gone from 
Huckleberry Finn, Tom Sawyer, 
David Copperfield, Louisa Mae 
Alcott's Little Men - Little Women, 
and then moved from inferior to 
superior. ow it's Superman, Bat-
man, James Bond's 007; never stop-
ping to say, 'What is a man?" We 
want America specifically and the 
world generally to stop their "Busi-
ness as usual" agenda for living and 
announce to the world the definition 
of a mnn. These are the things that 
are wanting and because God has 
created a ll men and endowed them 
with certain inalienable rights - why 
not every man? For this cause are 
we left in America black and white 
together to se t things in order that 
arc wanting. For there arc whole 
hot1ses teaching things which they 
ought not for filthy lu cre's sake. For 
this cause we are st ill in America 
refusing to parti cipate in an illicit 
relationship wth her militarism, eco-
nomics, and governmental institutions 
founded on racism and fed by 
ca tholic capitalism. Our goal is to 
so nonviolently rela te to this eco-
nomic mountain that it will erupt and 
all the lava will flow down on all of 
th e people of God, rather than some 
of the people of God . Our aim is not 
to des troy Johnson as a sick military 
tyrant but to love him as a man, 
destroying his institutionalized mili-
tary tyranny; believing that the same 
institutional forces that create evil 
can create good. 
The story was told once of a circus 
tha t came to a town called America 
and the "Elite" wouldn't let them set 
the circus in their town; tl1ey said, 
"Set it on the ou tskirts of town ." The 
reason they gave is what Dr. King 
calls tl1 e "Tribal ethic" of my God, 
my country, my land, my home, my 
culture. While these kinds of people 
called "Minority groups or culturally 
deprived, or backward, or primitive, 
or inferior" were being discussed by 
the elite in tea and sympathy, the 
circus caught on fire. They sent the 
clown into town to get help for he 
always represents parts of eve1ybody 
struggling to be somebody. The 
clown on an errand for God ran into 
town pronouncing and announcing 
for this cause left I that thou should 
set in order the things that are want-
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ing. The clown prayed and the world 
kept laughing, he sang, he achieved, 
he became intelligent, he suffered, 
bled and sacrificed but the world 
kept l.lllghing. God gave ?\'oah the 
Rainbow Sign, no more water, fire 
next lime. There is a fire this time of 
colonia lism which receives its fuel 
from economic exploitation and is 
fed by capitalism. This colon ial fire 
seers across the pages of history, 
burning everything that represents 
God's creation . Some say it manifests 
itself in a colony, some argue it's a 
slum but I maintain it is America's 
unwillingness to grapple with the 
question of the dignity of a man! It's 
America's failure to make institutions 
work for man rather than man work-
ing for institutions. For this cause we 
a rc in America to set things in order 
as they are wanting. History is watch-
ing with joy because there are 
people, although the world is laugh-
ing, who will march both nationally 
and internationally across these con-
tinents with truth saying for this cause 
are we in the world to set things in 
order as they are wanting. For this 
cause people are saying they are will. 
ing to die with truth rather than 
continue to live with a lie. Now black 
and white together have joined with 
twth saying with one accord to the 
world: "\Ve aren't Richard Wright's 
ou tsider, nor arc we Ralph Elli-
son's invisible man, nor J arne Bald- • 
win's nobody knows my name, nor ' 
are we Franz Fanon's wretched of the 
earth." History, truth, time and love 
will stand with the downtrodden 
They will testify that there are n~ 
orphans in God's kingdom and what-
ever the world might say, we're 
Claucle Brown's manchild in the 
promised land. For this cause we 
arc in America to set things in order 
as they arc wanting. In the prophetic 
practical words of Gandhi that 
became flesh and dwelt among men; 
"There go my people, I must catch 
up with them for I am their leader." 
Pro Christo et humanite. I am trying 
to be, yoms in Christ, 
- ALBEHT HI CHARD SAMPSON 
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Wh y Arc \Ve in Vietnam?, by 
i\'onnan Mail er, 208 pp., G. P. ~utnalll's Sons, $4.95 . A 1·ibald 
account of a hunting expedition in 
Alaska's Brooks Mountain Range 
through which Mr. Mailer attempts 
to draw a dread parallel to the "situa-
tion" which woduces a Vietnam. 
* * 
I FRA KL Y feel em barrasscd in 
reviewing lorman Mailer's Why 
Are We in Vietnam?, not beca use it 
is a dirty book, which ind cd it is, 
but because it is such a bad book. 
Essentially it i · the story of three 
over exed animalistic T exans who go 
on a hunting trip in Alaska . They 
exhibit the same fi endish g usto in 
killing grizzly bears as tl1ey exhibit 
in their sexual escapades . The book 
ends with their animality nex t di-
rected to fi ghting in Vietnam. 
The use of animals, even ones in 
hunting jackets, for allegory has a 
cherished history in litera ture. My 
quarrel is not with Mail er's crusty 
obscene allegory, nor with his pu erile 
prurient parlando, nor especially with 
his truculant paci fism. All tl1ese ele-
ments have excellent literary creden-
tials. My quarrel is that Mailer uses 
all these elements so badly and tl1at 
his bad art is a disservice to tl1 e dis-
cussion of a crucial contemporary 
issue. 
The bawdy story is one of the 
oldest literary catagories. o serious 
student of literature can be a finicky 
A Question "Nlailered 
Puritan. But th st11 dent of literature 
is a fool if he is not serious about 
what deserves his laughter. The 
ability to laugh a t anything is no sign 
of genius. The man of taste is tes ted 
by his ability to laugh with taste even 
and especially in the rea lm of the 
bawdy. 
It i · important not to be a Puritan 
be ause, if incongruity is the essence 
of humor, then the inevitable incon-
gruities in matters of sex should be a 
ri ch somce of humor. Sex is not ilia t 
serious that it cannot be and is not 
funn y. The staunchest argument for 
the silliness of ilie Playboy philoso-
phy is precisely tha t the rabbit is one 
of the funni es t of animals. \Vho could 
possibly take a bunny seriously? 
Boccaccio , Hab ela is , Chaucer , 
Shakespeare, and Waugh all laughed 
at sexual sit11ations. As a ma tter of 
fac t, in one sense these gentlemen in 
the ir artisti c bawdiness are among 
the most efficient moralists . The 
sheer hilariousness of ilie incongruous 
idiocies iliat poor humans trap them-
selves in for the sake of a stealiliful 
romp with Diana is one of tl1e most 
valuable lessons human nature can 
learn. Any great artist gifted with wit 
teaches us to laugh at ourselves, 
especially in those matters where we 
take ourselves much too seriously. 
And here we see one of the great 
losses of our age. We have no Miller's 
Tale, no Falstaff. So seriously does 
om age worship Diana that it has lost 
its abiilty to laugh not at sex, which 
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is sacred, bttt a t human silliness for 
taking itself as a sexua l object so 
seriously. 
This is my main q uarrel with 
~onnan Mailer. H e does not take sex 
seriously and he has not lhe humor 
to show human foolishness in pander-
ing to itself. H e does not usc the 
bawdy to help us laugh at ourselves. 
H e uses not the bawdy bttt the 
obscene and makes it a vision of the 
universe. In defense of Why Are W e 
in Vietnam?, he wrote: "There's 
utterl y no trauition any more. It's a 
time when our nervous systems nre 
being remade. There's an extraordi-
nn ry amount of obscenity around, 
and it's in my new book. I had to 
write it thnt way despite th e fact that 
I ha te to add to a ll that obscenity." 
H e adds that such language "is the 
only metaphor to express the situa-
tion th at produces Vietnam." 
But if the obscene is the only 
metaphor to explain the situation that 
produces Vietnam, and the obscene 
is such a metaphor because "there is 
utterl y no tradition anymore. It's a 
time when our nervous systems are 
being remade," then there is not any 
standard by which to judge either 
the obscene or Vietnam. If all of us 
are animals, then how can one even 
argue about Vietnam? What more 
can Mailer expect from us animals? 
Who can say what is really right? 
H ere too is the great disservice 
Mailer does to the discussion of the 
war in Vietnam. Pacifism too has a 
grand literary lineage. As good 
bawdy can be grea t art, so pacifism 
as a theme can be immensely valua. 
b le even for those who reject it as a 
practi ca l political theory. Even theo. 
reti cally it is often d ifficult to chi el 
the distinc tion be tween police pro. 
tection, justifiable self-defense, req. 
uisite protection of the helpless and 
brute militarism. Pac ifisti c literature 
everything from the Trojan Warne~ 
to All Quiet On the W estern Front, 
has a lways been a firm brace against 
our confusing genuine crusades \\' ith 
ghoulish chauvinism. What we need 
in the discuss ion of Vietnam are not 
freneti c protests but fac ts anu lhe 
dispass iona te a tmosphere to deal with 
them logically and honorably. E\'en 1 
in idea I circumstances honesty is a 
vengeful tax on our national pride. 
But does not Mailer's obscene ' 
metaphor make discussion impossi-
ble? Is filthy haph aza rd allegory an 
a rgument aga inst those who insist-
ently reason in defense of the war~ 
Even those of us whose family has 
been seriously scarred by the war 
and who thus have highly emotional 
as well as hopefully logical questions 
about its justifica tion are not served 
by Mailer's boorish badinage. 
orman Mailer is hardly worth our 
ink much less our time. But he has 
done more than write another tire-
some crude book. The great bawdy 
in literature will certainly remain 
secure, but with friends like Mailer > 
does Senator Fulbright need any 
enemies? 
- HICHARD W. CLANCEY 1 
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Genetics I 
Probing the depth and the breadth and the wisdom 
W e fathom a comforting storu 
To answer the cru of the bahu deform ed 
Of war sons and whoresons 
The aged and seamed 
To bathe the black flesh red from the knife 
To anchor a home for the wandering white 
Down at the bottomless ba e of the stair 
In the air of the comfortable common 
Where on the sands flapping nomads labor against the wind 
Where in the valley campfire dancers howl a crop-god hail 
Where a hark to the hill marks the danger, the kill -
Where a hunt: to the death is the w ood-way 
Where woeful m others forfeit their babes to an unknown God 
Where Abmham, lsaac and jacob's God is working 
A wrath of rain on a wauward few 
Where some lone Jew is loved for naught 
There w here our being is wrought. 
Thus He saith: 
"I the Lord, yom· God, 
Am a jealous God 
Inflicting punishment for their tuickedness 
On the children of those who hate m e 
Down to the third and fourth generation; 
But bestowing m ercy 
Down to the thou andth generation 
On the children of those who love me." (Ex. 21:5-6) 
I inherit the eyes, the mind and the skin; 
I inherit the land, the w ealth and the sin; 
My fath er and brother are one. 
My soul lingers in a psalm 
My body determines on the palm 
For I am my grandfather's brother. 
The upper room is filling up with smoke 
And the smell of anxious dirt, 
Muffled voices hovering in the tedium: 
The people don't look like they belong 
Not a smile exists but under tears 
Who are they and why is thei1· business here? 
The windows at intervals go blank and light 
Someone's wooden face appears 
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Familiar, creaking 
How is a bearded beggar? 
What words that don't promise them release 
Comfort inmates? 
The restless seek on ly lo be free 
Pity is born of a generous soul 
H ope is the offspring of sin 
All the pity in a courthouse can't effect this break 
T onight 
In the dark 
When the guards change 
Trade with you perhaps 
But that's not really in the cards either. 
Ewn and Ada had their first baby last night. 
Back home Mrs. Fielclman is throwing a party for nearly four 
Hundred. 
Adam, do I know you? 
Or is it m erely speculation that brings you to mind? 
W e certainly have blamed you in the name of Man 
Is it because you were the fir. t 
That you are so fat efully responsible? 
Why, 
If you were tntly human as (we say) Christ was truly human, 
Should your sins have any greater repercussions than mine? 
Give m e your sins 
As l shall g ive mine to my children. 
I know you indeed 
l feel you pulsing at the core 
As I hear of Solomon, as lread of David, as I witness Israel 
As I know of Galileo, or as "Sum pius Aeneas," 
As I imbibe Shakespeare, or inherit Grimm 
So am I you. 
Th ey say that Nature balances matter and energ y 
By constantly transforming the one into the other. 
Could not God have created m en 
\Vith an equal balance for sin and punishment 
Wh ereby the community soaks up th e guilt of the individual sinner 
It would be an imperfect world only to the extent that m en 
do not love the selfless soaking they get. 
To say that evil could not possibly have emitted from God 
Is to say that God could not possibly have been human 
And of course He is. 
Disease is not opposed to God, nor death, deformity, ignorance, 
criminality, insanity, 
Only the clear re;ection by the soul of God's love, 
God's "wooing words" 
And this is a form of evil we seldom see 
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A distortion of all that the human heart desires. 
[ 11 the back of the cathedral a madman was cursing God . 
We followed him out of the church. and into a bar and sat down. 
W e listened 
The story was horribly long 
He suffered wrong from a child's tongue 
Who spit in his eye and giggled 
A child he loved and wanted and knew 
A child who left him alone. 
The forests had not done him right 
He had fled to the woods v;ith his family and goods 
But windows still needed washing 
And the roo f constantly caused him trouble 
And the wife 
Who had long since ceased to be God 
Was tired, annoying and sickly -
He left th em there, the wife and the woods, 
Alone as they had left him -
For a man is alone if his heart isn't full and 
"I was searching for more. 
Then 
Someone 
Put his hand on my back 
A hard hand 
I turned and looked 
Square-into-his-eyes 
Neither blue nor brown nor green but wise 
To speak, to touch, 
But somehow enough 
That he was only looking at me. 
It was raining or I was crying 
Afterward~ I felt renewed 
I-I e had not gone 
For Truth is eternal and I was engulfed." 
The madman sat quite still 
Not touching 
His glass. 
"Dog/" he yelled 
As he nailed a sneer on the table. 
"Dog?" said I . "God. 
And why, 
When He's sprawled on the ground in the hide of a Hormd 
And He muscles ready to pounce, 
Do you answer His face with a teasing grimace 
And thump to the beat of His pulse?" 
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"Because, you see, 
I am mad, don't you see? 
And pounding my fist gives me pleasure." 
Billy Graham will be mouing the m asses tomon ow night on T .V . 
They calculate over a thousand conversions on stage alone 
otto m ention the countless number of viewers at home 
Who will tum or;er in their hearts and undergo th e renewal. 
The college crowd will miss the show , however: 
Saturday night is date- night. 
Saint Paul was converted while fallin g off a horse; 
Pearl met a YOUNG PELT~OW u;ho completely changed her u;ay of 
th ink ing; 
And Ralph, away at t l1 e seminary, has been writing home about strange 
new feelings he experienced in chapel: thinks he's a mystic maybe; 
A fr iend of mine apwoached me after class one day and swore he 
was Christ; 
T he musicians are on sugar cubes -
A ll America seems to think it happens overnight. 
Concerning Mr. Dobbins' medical book: 
T om said, "I do ne it!" 
A nd took his flaying . 
Becky Thatcher, grateful and SU1prised, 
Flashed a tearful eye at T om 
Vl ho glowed and canied on . 
I remember 
W e were standing on the bridge 
At the very edge 
Nothing separated tts from the great 
Fall Down 
But a small rail 
I ust high enough to be useful 
Doubtful at first but 
Confidently possible after much feeling of it 
A nd careful leaning 
But it wasn't the railing exactly 
Being important that evening at sundown-
I rem ember 
Watching the water 
Waiting for waves to whiten-
The river was fairly racing -
And you brought up the old 
Philosophical Question 
Does it flow? 
Or is it droplets-replacing-droplets 
Since Time really flows 
From which we draw the analogy of the river? 
Which was interesting again 
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Ancl new because concretized by having a 1·iver right there 
But not even that was so important 
I remember 
Looking out at the tchole river all the way up to the bend 
And "Ohisnlitbeautiful" being so airily reel/ said 
When the whole sight rolled back on me as I had looked it out 
The u;inding flood rumbled under my silent shoes 
(You seemed to be feeling it too) 
I looked up 
The dee p was roaring below 
You touched my arm and spoke: 
"The river is A ll," you said. 
Surging out of the commune depth 
A buckled hand blasts a simple image 
On the dented land 
Of Man, poor Man, 
They have dressed you in stiff black 
Academic ribbons 
And smothered your hearty beginning 
Spun you round the Church and far beyond your sinning. 
The man of the month, the man of the year, the num of the 
hairy distinction is here. 
Give us one more day, Lord. 
- A N C. BRI TK 
• 
Space Age Reflections 
Look out the wi11clow. 
Now do you feel very small? 
Battles of life and death. 
* * 
I guess 
I got 
* 
a lot of rot 
to try an' tell 
a silver bell 
t' got' hell 
for saying Rejoice 
in a honey voice 
to a city 
of hungry 
people. 
* * * 
And I sit alone with her letters. 
She comes to me on the crystal wind 
And paints fo1· me a dream. 
My love, she is an artiste. 
-WALTER ONK 
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Paradox 
I 
Often I walked down the lonelu streets, 
the dark and lonely dead-end streets, 
the streets 
where satisfaction for misfits of hell 
amidst tenaments of steel 
is illusion. 
* 
And so 
I looked to nature for meaning, 
and thouglt, 
set against the summer sunset, 
the willows are prelt!J things, 
they care nothing for me 
or l for them, after a while. 
* 
Communion is evasive and cruel, 
like sunken subwau walls 
filled with teenage metaphysics, 
covered with a dust of years, 
speaking of the hidden fears 
that only the walls have heard. 
But the walls are hardened listeners 
for they've heard it twice before. 
* 
If you would, 
pale, blue summer sky clouds could 
envelop, and fulfillment develop, us 
into what we are together; 
for you are you, 
and I am me 
whatever that is in isolation. 
Satisfy 
Satiate 
Rectify 
* 
'Tis deviate, or so I'm told, which must be true 
or else false. 
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Jl 
What have I learned, for all my education? 
What have I seen, of this mass of creation? 
What is there to lead me 
w here books know 110 reality? 
* 
How do I touch the hopeless, 
to know only 
more than nothingness, 
kiss the lonely 
and leave him rest? 
* 
And who is there tlwt can explain 
the mean ing of the solitary tear 
lying alone on her passive cheek 
that knows no trust for me, 
but only void? 
And when her man comes back 
with a medal on his chest, 
who will understand the futileness 
that lies within her breast, 
to simply wish him alive? 
* 
"Have you ever sat across a lonely bar from me; 
Have w e ever talked at all; 
Are you more prepared to laugh for me 
than you are to cry, my friend?" 
* 
Can you bring me to the brink 
of another soul, 
see me whole, 
open me up, and make me conscious. 
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III 
At times - for all I would be -
I can't be touched. 
Nothing 
is meant 
And I am 
to be mine, 
for me. 
distant. 
But lying defenseless 
next to you: 
Eternity is passive 
m easurable moments of love 
encompass infinities 
touching the high 
peace is passing 
through 
the in-between 
the low 
the window of my soul. 
- STEPHE McCANN" 
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-I Ja nd of the Golden Thigh 
A T MY AGE l am, of course, determined to follow and find the Holy Grail of kicks, and I was determined that last summer would be my most 
organiz d , all-out effort. Also at my age, kicks are usually composed of one of 
two things - beer or girls. Since up to now my every encounter with the malts 
and hops has been a losing one, my alternative was obvious, and I spent the 
better part of last semester in productive thought about where I mig;ht find 
the Grail in the upcoming summer. I conjured up the usual visions of drifting 
around the country, sl ipping in and out of little towns with the dust of thirty 
states on m~' clothes, a Hud-like look in my eyes, and a Bond-like charm that 
would leave the entire female population that fell in my wake talking ahout 
me with throaty sighs for years to come. Unfortunately, my keen awareness of 
my looks (or lack of same) and charm (or lack of same) drove me down a less 
romantic ro11te - I became a bartender six nights a week in a drink-and-
dance joint. 
\Vhcn I think about it, though, it wasn't such a bad deal after all . I m an 
I got a chance to meet some girls, and an even be tter chance to observe the 
intricate courting habits of American you th. If you think the bartenders in 
those places are blind couriers dedicated to the alleviation of thirst and/ or 
soberness, think again. I learned a lot behind that white apron; the wholf' 
full-color epic unfolded before my very eyes every night but Tuesday (Gocl 
and the owner know why. I don't). 
First, the quiet serenity of the sleeping bar was broken by a trickle of 
guys. They'd always get there first because they were more anxious. (Besides, 
if a guy didn't manage to pick up a g irl he could always claim he got there 
so early he got drunk before the g irls arrived, but had a great time anyway. ) 
Their summer accouh·ements were always splendid , with every thread part of 
a carefully organized attempt to somehow be different while rema ining an 
obvious member of the group. Last summer the most popular way to assert 
your non-existent individuality was with shirts or sweatshirts. Keep it grubby, 
but neat; super-casual, but not dirty. Something preferably a little faded, and 
loose-fitting. Most importantly, it has to have something printed on the front 
or back, the more inscrutable the better. The pants are tight, and again, old-
looking but clean. And of course, anyone wearing socks had to be either an 
immigrant or a local liquor inspector. Thus arrived the guys, dressed and 
poised, eyes wide and darting every tenth of a second to the door, to check 
the night's pickin's. 
And slowly, confidently, they came. Bronzed bodies in demand. Skin 
carefully hued to the god-like golden a t the small expense of eating sand abou t 
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four hours a day. In shorts so tight it looked like they were spray-painted on 
or dres es so short it seemed the hem-line was up to the navel. Long or short' 
but always blonde, hair, and to complete the ensemble the most bored' 
disinterested look that ever crossed a pseudo-goddess's visage. ' 
The two teams had taken the field, and then the fun began. 
Fish for a little encouragement from your buddies, down a quick half-a. 
glass of beer and finally you got th guts to go ask her to dance .. 
Sample encounter ... 
Male (thinking) : (Tell me sbe ain't tough. Well, l'd better make mv 
move now before it's too late. She's probabl;· 
engaged to some All-American tackle from Ohi~ 
State. Ah, ya gotta try somebody sometime 
God, I wish I looked like Paul ewman.) 
He approaches, flashing the toothy grin of: 
a) a genuine nice guy 
b) a wolf 
c) an experienced social mixer 
d) a drunk . . . H e speaks 
Male: Hi! (Watch it. Be friendly, but not too 
enthusiastic, idiot! ) Would you like to dance? 
Female- managing a weak smile- Uuhhmm, yes. 
That 'U uhhmm' is specifically designed to keep the male from getting 
over-confident. 
ow, one of two things happens: 1) If the guy can't dance he tries to fake 
his way through the song, all the while watching his partner's face intently for 
some sign that says - I like you even though you dance like an epileptic 
ostrich; 2) If the guy is a good dancer he nonchalantly struts his stuff, hoping 
to impress his partner with his facile execution of the latest gyration. 
Dance ended. 
Male: Wow, it sure is hot in here. 
Female: Yeah. 
Encouraged by her enthusiastic response, he continues. 
Male: Where ya from '? I don't think I've seen you around here before. 
This serves the dual purpose of keeping the conversation going and at the 
same time making the girl think there's something immediately noticeable and 
attractive about her. 
Female: No, I've never been here before. I'm from 
At this point we launch into one of the most well-known and universally-
participated-in games in young America today: Who-Do-You-Know. No 
matter where she's from, he's bound to know somebody who's lived there, 
been there, or best of all, he's been there himself. And if a guy can make it to 
Who-Do-You-Know, the odds are good he'll be with her the rest of the 
evening. End sample encounter. 
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And so it went . ight after night, observing the ritual, the games, the 
]culated parry and thrust of the ego, all part of the elaborate fram ework of 
cacial survival in the Land of th e Golden Thigh. And you know, my being a 
~~rtender , watching yet not participating, for some reason, had a curious 
ffect. My apartness, and the nightly opportunity afforded me to observe, 
elowlv bred in me the feeling that I could no longer be a part of it all . 
~om~how, the constant presence of the repea ted ceremony drained my desire 
for that type of entertainment. 1ot that I'm knocking it at all. Up to the time 
1 got that job, I was one of the steadies t and mos t eager participants of th e 
game. But being forced to sit on the sidelines for three months without being 
able to play taught me more about the game than I ever knew while actually 
playing. I didn't feel the need that some kids seemed to for an " ncounter," 
and damned if I'd b e a springboard for somebody's ego. So J didn't go out 
of my way. 
So it went for about two and a half months. I met a few nice-looking 
girls, but since I overlooked the fact that I worked six nights a week and the 
only time I had for dates was in the afternoons when most normal people 
were at work, I never got too far with any of my new acquaintances. At least 
not until I met Cil. 
It was the first week in August when I saw Cil (short for Cecilia) for the 
first time. It was a typical night, Thursday I think, and I was going about my 
business as usual, enduring the drunken comments like: "Oh Gar~on , a pitcher 
for myself and the lady" ... or .. . "H ey bar-keep, there's a fly in my beer, 
and he can't swim. Ha, ha, ha." Then about 10 o'clock three girls came in, all 
of them sufficiently attractive. Kind of late to be arriving, I thought. They 
found a table (it wasn't too crowded that night) and I dutifully approached 
and requested their pleasure. It was then that I got my first good look at her 
face. Her hair (contrary to the dictates of the Establishment) was black, and 
long. Her skin was fairly pale, with no make-up on it at all, not even any 
lipstick. Her nose was small, and perfectly symmetrical. H er eyes were the 
killer, though. I've never seen eyes so wide. It was like they looked right at 
you, around you , and through you all at the same time. Always so open. They 
were big and brown, and they made her look like a virgin saint who just 
wandered into the den of evil. Too bad I'm not playing tonight, I thought. 
(The first time I'd thought that in a long time.) In fact, the more I looked at 
her, the madder I got that I couldn't play. I couldn't stop cliggin' those eyes. 
And the way they kind of half-closed and wrinkled up when she smiled - that 
really pulled my cork. 
After about an hour of watching her I finally decided to jump into the 
game just one more time. It's not busy, I thought, and who's gonna notice if I 
hang around one table more than another. So I started drifting over there, 
trying to recall some of my rusty techniques on the way. Then I noticed that 
her glass was empty, and remembered the built-in advantages of being 
a bartender. 
"Can I get you anything?" 
" o, thank you. I really don't like beer that much." 
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"\\'ell, we hav(' Coke and ginger a le." 
"Okay, I think rii have a Coke." 
~Iy mind raced like crazy to find the next thing to say as I headed toward th 
bar. Funny how my mind always failed me in times like that. I return~ 
dumbly to her table. 
"Here ya go." 
"Uh, how much is that:)" 
"Quarter. You must never have been here b fore," I said, disgu ted 
at my lac:k of ingenuity. 
"No, this is my first time. I'm from out of town. I'm staying with Sur 
(nodding at her fri end) for the rest of the summer." 
"Where ya from?" 
"Youngstown." 
Quickly launching into ·who-Do-You-Know, and hanging around for the res 
of the night, I had myself a date to go to the beach the next day with Cil. 
What as t-up! Cil had nothing to do in the afternoons because her friend 
Sue worked part-time. And she was staying right near that place I was 
working, so she came in quite a bit. Slowly but surely the frequency of our 
afternoon dates increased, and the more I saw her the more 1 liked her. Her 
per onality matched her eyes - open, innocent, and engaging. For the first 
time in my life 1 found myself really digging a g i1·l , and after about two weeks. 
\Ve would lay on the beach for hours at a time, our heads no more than 
a foo t apart. I would study her face intently as she slept with her head on her · 
arm. The curves and recesses and angles all combined in a way that 1 nerer 
tired of watching. Life suddenly became so uncluttered with Cil. Just me and 
her, nex t to ach other, dots at the edge of miles of sand, clinging to the edge 
of the earth, baked by a sun shining only on us. All the games and sophistica. 
tions and rituals were buried and forgotten. It wns Cil's eyes I remembered. 
It was like tha t for a month. 
And before it sunk in that she would really be leaving, she was gone.] 
made the usual hurried proposals of week-end visits and promised daily 
letters, and then - she was gone. I wrote her immediately, but didn't receive 
an answer for a week. I opened it eagerly, and read so fast I tl1ought ] 
misread. But I didn't. Every word was painfully conect. It seems he had 
come here in the first place to get away from a boy who had just dropped her, 
but on her return, she found he wanted her back. " . . . I've known him so 
much longer than you, and I'm really sure that he cares about me. I know you 
understand. Cil." Yeah, the chump always understands. My chest felt like a 
vacuum, and swallowing came a little hard. I wandered around like a zombie, 
thinking .. . after a whole month . .. tl1e very first letter, boy, tl1at was 
quick ... how could I have been so stupid ... jump into the game just one 
more time ... hell. 
- PAUL MYSLE SKI 
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Celebrations-l?.eflections 
I. Celebration: Life 
Th e grey and the green 
So suggesti ve of England 
(Cold and threatening, but to m e 
So gentle the wind that rustles 
Brown leaves broken along the concrete.) 
I wandered in the fields yesterday; 
Midwinter autumn does things like that-
My horizons so suddenly 
Expand - oh, you see I have such faith 
That it is like England in latewinter, and 
Springtime is approaching . . . 
II. Reflection: Sleep 
But today ( tfOlt guessed) - it snowed. 
Fell so steadily, and I watched 
It come, flake on flake 
Front th e very beginning 
Until it covered the hill, 
Th e lawn, and the grey concrete. 
I would like very much 
To go away 
Though I know there isn't a place 
Anywhere that snow or something doesn't hide 
The g1·ey and the green 
And brown leaves broken 
(Rustling, cl'Umbling, whisp'ring of life) 
To so quickly fade my memory. 
-WALTER 0 K 
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C hecke1-ed Suits 
Checkered suits 
from a Mae W est day are 
not yet gone but 
worn by men 
who 
know a way to 
hoist away 
the white, night keus 
of a baby grand 
for an 11pright girl 
to practice tunes 
and minuets, 
th e Deb's Duet 
in triple time, 
which 
have the way 
to make the boys uptight. 
- RICHARD CLARK 
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-Apocalypse I 
"lX JHE Critter's friend hegins to hide under the bridge for long hours, 
l' l' gathering up the summer's spider wchs on fragile spools, and moves his 
beautiful coffin to a dark corner where the square wood meets the arching 
earth _ when the light changes in some imperceptible way and Critter walks 
the banks of the stream calling his old friend, then this crazy world quickens 
for the last fling before the winter winds bring life to a halt. ow, Critter's 
wispy hair was golden, and his body was active; and his mind, so happy and 
intent, caught the trees and the light in his child's dream eyes, saw the bridge 
and walked over the loose, clicking boards. No candle, so clark now, no 
tobacco smell seeped np. H e moved over the side. "Come out," he said. 
othing, but the sound of wind under the bridge, almost like a fragile spool, 
some wheel was turning. 
The resorts were crawling wi th people. George arrived in town the night 
before, a guest of a g irl he met the week earlier. In his car coa t he had a bottle 
of wine, or close cousin to the family. 
The trip out had been exciting. George didn't drive because he had 
wrecked a Kaiser when he was twelve years old in a mad chase through town. 
He was very disorganized too. and he knew he'd kill himself if he did drive, 
and it would probably be funn y when he died. So she had m t him at the 
Greyhound with a friend, and before she arrived he had been solicited once 
and a man with loose hair on his nose saw the bottle and had struck up an 
embarrassing conversation. All the while, in and out of the glass doors people 
flew and the sky grew darker and the stars and the neon signs began to wink. 
The road they followed ran along the shore of the lak . She drove like a 
man, veering in and out of lanes vvith a cigarette dangling out of the corner of 
her mouth. They were through one town, then another, and finally, they came 
on to the shore road again and into the network of asphalt roads which defined 
the summer village. H er house was set slightly above the water. A grassy knoll 
separated them from the beach. H e watched her dash into the house, after 
which a silent ballet was performed. 
George spent the night on the beach with her friends who were all 
aspirants to the stage and lean from ummer stock. H e built a fire, and the 
Editor's note: The reader is encomaged to refer to the story "Apocalypse" 
in the last issue (Autumn, 1967) of the Qua1terly, which serves as an introduc-
tion to "Apocalypse I." Future issues of the Qum1erly will continue the series. 
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light it sent off fused with th brown g lass of the bottles and mad ' them seem 
strangely warm. His stomach hurt hcca ns he hadn't ea ten for a long time. A1 
express ive an individual tha t he was, he didn't want to bother anyone about 
eating, so he la id on the sand and began listening to h is stomach. This . tage 
d esigner was across from him by the fire, and he listened to the des igner and 
his stomach at the same time. lie was saying, his name was Arty, that he and 
some of his fri ends were going to get twenty-five thousand smackeroos from 
ABC for sorn deal. 
Arty was from Germantown, Philadelphia. F rom there he went to :\c11 
York. (Then he named a ll the streets in New York and the initiates began to 
oh and ah.) Then Arty, somehow, got in to the thea tre and left ~ cw York for 
the Ulysses S. Grant Playhouse in \ Villiard , Ohio, which used to be a barn 
Joan asked George if she could usc his back for a pillow. lie consented, a; 
long as she dicln 't mind listening to his stomach. She thought he was insulting 
her and she sa id he had a bony back. George was going to sa~' something 
but he d idn't. ' 
"I saw your little brother in the village with some of his fri ends last 
week," Joan said, adju ·ting her head. "They were bea ting this poor little girl 
to death with their new bookbags. I think your brother threw a thermos bottle 
at her too, and he was swearing because the g lass inside broke." 
George hoped it wasn't his old Ilopalong Cassidy thermos. Tha t one had 
a lot of sentimental value. 
"H e's usually not like that," George said. 'Tha t g irl m ust've sa id some. 
thing to him like 'yon got a funny head " or something, and then the fat twins 
he loafs with let her have it with their bookbags." 
Joan sat up and looked at him . George suspected something because of 
the way she looked a t him. George got up and looked around like nothing wa 
happening, and then threw a bottle into the weeds and heard it brea k. 
She asked for a cigarette . lie reached into his pocket a nd pulled out a 
crinkled pack of i\Iarlboros. There were two left, and th y were bent. lie 
straightened them out and offered one. H e felt it was odd the way she look it. 
lf a person ever bummed a smoke affect ionately, she d id. H e lit hers and then 
h is. Every time she took a puff he could sec her face. lie could tell she had 
drawn a bead on him. One of the g irls a k d her, then, if Joan could drive her 
and Arty back lo the actor's house. As she was getting up George threw 
another bottle into the weeds, and started listening to his stomach again. he 
looked at him, and with t11e girl and Arty strolled to the car through the weeds 
and left. 
After they were gone, George was alone on the beach. In the lake sky ' 
an airliner was passing, its Lghts blinking on and off, the ch·onc of its engine 
mixing with the splash of t11 small breaking waves. A freighter was out about 
two miles and its lights were blinking too, bke a tra in in the night on some 
watery rails. 
Soon, the sun was coming up over the lake. H e brushed off the sand and 
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t t() the ho11sc where he found cvervonc sleeping. wen · 
Ji c woke ar01 mcl clcvcn . Joan was sleeping across from him on th e 
lou nge, an cl th e res t were' sca ~tc rc cl across the fl oor on m :1 t~ and blanke ts. 
There was some st iiTII1g about m the house, and after a few mmutes, the door 
opened and banged, an d one b y one the sleep ers began to awake. 
George rose from th e co t ancl went out the screen door and onto the 
beach. Ife was rea lly hungry now, and the prospects o f getting anything to ca t 
didn't look much better. Ilc was beginning to th ink they were hiding food 
from him, gulping clown sa ndwich es a ncl Orco cookies every time his hack 
\\'aS turned. 
George wa ndered away the a fternoon wi th th is g irl who did im itations of 
\[arl ene Dietr ich. Th e res t of the crew sa t aro und on the b each and played 
~arcls and threw poisoned fish a t each other for fun . H e slop ped listening to 
his stomach beca use it wasn't doing any th ing a nymore. H e thoug ht it had 
di d, or was silentl y creeping up on h is spleen or something . H e wasn 't h11ng ry 
anymore. H e was pas t th at. II jtiSt felt a littl e sick. 
\\ 'hen the Stin began to go clown they sa t around try ing to roas t marsh-
mallows. This kid who just go t back from \Vashington Square began to strum 
on his guitar and everyone sa t around looking a t the red charcoals, hypnotized , 
quiet, and occas ionall y stea ling a g lance here a nd there. George sa t aero s 
fro m the guitar player, looking a round hut a t the lake mostl y. H e stole a 
glance, rose, and moved towards th e beach . O ver the g rassy knoll he looked 
ou t, at th e lake, and th en to the long, sanel y stra nd. H e sa t and looked out 
over the lake and 'lhc waves and the cl cacl fish and the swirl y mass over it . H e 
laid down in the grass and dreamed of other times, oth er places, one d ream 
gone, another in th e clouds over the lake, pregnant and read y to ra in clown 
into the pool of memor ies. 
The crowd had left the grill and had moved to th e beach . Away, they 
had built a fire and som eone was inging out over the wa ter , alone. There 
were some hellocs and then shou ting. "~I eFarl y, George, where arc 
you::>" There was a wind , th grass moved , th e moon set, the sun set, and 
~I cFa rly disappeared . 
* * 
Critter became disgusted , walked up the hill and onto the p ath tha t led 
home. Up over the fa llen trees, p as t some decaying nylons, under the stone 
bridge. Out of a rocky hill a clear stream of wa ter shot, and he op ened his 
mouth. The water splashed his face and his skin g listened with a thousand 
crystal drops. 
H e could h ear the tlmnder of the city above. As he stumbled through the 
vines and underbrush he heard som e rustling. A fl ash of r ed hair showed , and 
then a pool of blu e. H e scurried up the pa th , then straight up the hill and 
onto the street. 
He was afraid. This could be disastrous. H e had to see D arius. Down one 
hill, up another, around the bend, through the alley and over the wooden 
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fence. He hoped that Darius was in the schoolyard with his friends killin 
pigeons. (Darius was a master. "Ya gotta be nonchalant," he would tell thern 
"They can see behind their heads. Don't get tense and don't throw rocks. Cei 
a brick and act like you're scratching your ear with it and then drop it on 
their heads.") 
They were there hut there weren't any pigeons so they were playing foot. 
ball. Critter was out of breath when he ran onto the field. 
"Darius," he gasped. 
"I can't come home now, Critter," Darius ca lled. "The score's 140 to 133 I 
and we're kicking off and we received first and I can't come home now." 
"They don't want you at home now. News Darius. ews!" 
* * * 
Dear George, 
I'm sorry I didn't get a chance to say goodbye to you on Sunday 
wb n you left Joan's place. Do you remember when we were all 
sitting on the lawn by the grill, well that's the last time I saw you. 
Where in the heck did you disappear to? We all moved from the 
lawn to the beach. ·way down at the other end of the beach. At 
12:00 a.m. we got chased off the beach. Some guy came down with a 
flashlight and said, "There arc people trying to sleep if you don't 
mind." So we moved. We went back to Joan's, piled into a car and 
went into town. There was Davie, Mark, Yank, Tick, Patti, some 
Dudes, Terri who is Mark's brother and m . \iVe almost got arrested 
that night too. " ' e parked the car right on the main drag. \Ve got 
out and we"rc all standing around the car when Davie, who just 
happened to bring hi guitar, got it ou t and started to play. A very 
large crowd started to form . They weren't and we weren't doing 
anyth ing, just listening. A cop comes up and says, "All right, let's 
move it, come on. Put that guitar away, I hope you people have a 
place to stay tonight or would you lik to spend the night in jail." 
ln the meantime the boys started mouthing off and the cop is getting 
angry. Billy Iangulich is standing with a blanket wrapped around 
him and the cop says, '"Take that thing off, don't you know there's a 
law against wearing blankets in public." Everybody started saying, 
"Aw come on." He got mad, and after that it was a pretty close night 
all around. 
Did Mary Blush get you home all right? What do you think of 
her? She's nicer than Priss, don't you think? 
Listen, if you want to write back to me, don't put anything diTty 
or gross in the letters because the nuns read our mail. O .K.?! 
Bye, 
Julie 
- M. A. PELLEGRINI 
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-The Death of Bertha Geippig 
Pall-bearers we were, ten dollar 
mourners 
In pin-stripe suits and 
multi-colored shoes, 
with leaden steps 
leading do wn tl1 e well-travelled aisle 
of might lw v£' heens. 
Eighty-five years of 
life turned death in brilliant 
b·ronze and oak 
Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison 
Watching they were for 
slightest hint of sincerity and 
we pall-bearers, ten dollar 
mourners 
in pin-stripe suits, 
could offer 
none. 
' Vanted none, needed none, 
We canied, didn't we, you 
pays yo11r money and you, 
pall-bearers all, len dollar 
mourners 
in pin-stripe suits, 
shall bury the earth and 
with multi-colored shoes smoothly 
pat the dust and walk away -
Requiescat in pace. 
-JAMES L. BOURKE JR. 
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Silence is everywhere, stunning and awesome 
And only a distant whining tchir 
Can pierce the hold 
A stone-stark cold 
Over crouch-cold creatures, hoary and numb, 
Hidden and sting ing, yet demure 
The feeble defiance of roadside farms 
Thrusting wood through shimmering still 
Bleached hoards narrow 
Brittle-dry marrow 
Engulfed and locked frozen in blue-black arms 
Mirrored in a frosted fram e's sill 
I stand alone, the sole venturing soul, 
Strange witness to the un truck hour 
Lone violation 
To all creation 
That submits to night its penitive toll 
Yielding quiet to the power 
The Cit) 
- H013EHT CHO\VELL 
• 
Do you think that I am lost? 
Am Ilo t? Am l away? Do I hide? 
l don't hide and 1 am not lost, to myself. 
l find myself in nwny different places 
each demanding of me an action , imposing 
on me a word, but meaning to m e 
nothing . 
Beyond action and beyond word, 
beyond memory and wish, l have found 
a beautiful longing . I have felt it closely, 
it stings of the present and of my being 
beyond action and w ord. 
I used to love to stand in the City. 
Around m e w ere all the things l might 
ever want. l cannot stand outside. 
l don't want the things around me. I am 
as useless to them as they are to me. 
Please try to summon longing . 
It is a beautiful thing. 
- GIACOMO STRIULI 
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A Postscript That Says 
DEAREST - Las~ ni~ht ~ wove a stanza for you in the manner of Powys' translation. I thmk 1t wJll pl rase you. 
I ha ve seen, w hen last the moon 
In splendid candor fell , the blossoms strewn 
Like stars across the hall; among their scent 
In that blackest dark before the daten 
W e m erged to one; uour skin teas damp 
With the heat of love, and glimmered softly 
In the light from a goldcn lanw 
* * * 
I awoke at two thirty thi s a fternoon, th r tas te of paprika on my tongur 
like lingering incense. H aving, two hours ea rli er , ca reened downward into 
ohstaclcd dizzy sleep , surpri s ingly I came back - reprieved . 
(And lingering at my fin gertips, a long th e inside of each thigh - like 
smoky gauze - your car ss suspended, held exquisitely over the time of my 
sleep - and now, over the time of my waking.) 
* * * 
"The archaeological evid ence indica tes th at they (C ro-~Iagnon man) 
lived on wild plants and small ~ame, drifted pass ively with the climate to the 
moist and mild parts of their ra nge, slept in th e op n, and did not learn to use 
fire until the third interglac ial era ." 
* * * 
It eems om ances tors were somewhat bes tial gypsies. They ate raw 
(bleeding) mea t and slept in the open - and no dou ht occasiona ll y looked up, 
spellbound, at the moon erasing a swath of stars. (And a ll their lives they 
pass ionately avoided the mixing of metaphors.) 
P.S. a postcript that 
says, 
- i\I. 
I celebra te, (frantically as frenzied thirst) 
D eeply, (silently as tigerlilies in darkness 
and waterlili es in shiverless moonlight) 
My blood. 
-MARTI T CHOES 
-39-
When God and Santa Shake Hands 
One Christmas eve. Santa Claus and God might 
shake hands. somewhere. hidden by the 
shadow of a fri endly iceberg. 
Santa will agree to lend Him a white beard. 
with a sleigh and a team of flying 
reindeer to use for the night. Instead 
of an angel choir to wish II im on II is 
way. the elves could wave good-bye to 
the disappearing sleigh. 
Maybe it would be better for God to board up 
the pearly gates. and mooe to a toy shop 
at the North Pole. (Trade the sounds of 
cathedral bells and long- faced chimes 
for the jingle of sleigh bells.) Th en He 
might look clown one day to see each person 
dressed up in His red-flannel uit. shivering 
on a street corner. next to a siloer bell 
and a pot of gold. 
If only He were round and jolly (so that He 
could shake like a chalice full of jelly 
when He laughed). W e would leave Him 
cookies and milk. and maybe even wait at 
our bedroom window. hoping to catch a 
glimpse of Him. 
flying 
the 
between 
snowflakes. 
-RAY HOLAN 
-40-


